**For Immediate Release**

**New York, NY – April 26, 2018** – In today’s industry there’s a high demand for qualified, trained professionals. The increasing impact of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the continuing convergence of IT and Facilities functions have created an escalating demand for skilled individuals to operate and maintain data centers. Many companies are currently seeking candidates with multiple skills in electrical, mechanical, computer science, application, cloud and network engineering experience.

7x24 Exchange International is pleased to announce Data Center 101, a program designed to educate students about the infrastructure, technology and operations of a data center and illustrate future opportunities in the mission critical industry. At the 2017 Fall 7x24 Exchange Conference, the organization officially launched the program with the primary objective of introducing the mission critical sector to college students.

“In 2015 members challenged 7x24 Exchange with attracting qualified talent for the future of the industry. 7x24 Exchange soon realized that many college students are unaware of the industry and need to understand more about how data centers operate hence the creation of Data Center 101” said Bob Cassiliano, Chairman & CEO, of 7x24 Exchange International.

Industry professionals James Coe, Syska Hennessy Group; Dennis Cronin, Resilient Solutions; Rich Garrison, Alfa Tech; Martin Gollwitzer, Gensler; and Michael Swetz, State Street Corporation taught the students basic data center knowledge. Five topics including what drives a data center; architectural considerations; MEP Design; data center operations; and careers in the data center industry made up the two hour course attended by students and professors from various universities.

“The Data Center 101 seminar is a concise and effective overview of the ever expanding world of data center technology. Those unfamiliar with the industry will walk away with an understanding of the systems within a data center as well as the critical role they play in today’s connected world. As the president of the first 7x24 student chapter at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, I will use it to give potential members an understanding of the industry” said Collin Richardson, 7x24 Exchange Student Club President, Cal Poly.

Cassiliano said, “Data Center 101 is a core component of 7x24 Exchange’s STEM Initiative along with the Mentoring program, 7x24 Exchange Women in Mission Critical Operations (WiMCO), and similar programs”.

The second Data Center 101 course will be held on Sunday, June 3rd at the Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek in Orlando, FL. For more information and to register please visit the 7x24 Exchange Spring Conference website. [http://conferences.7x24exchange.org/spring2018/](http://conferences.7x24exchange.org/spring2018/). The course is available online at [https://www.7x24exchange.org/dc101/](https://www.7x24exchange.org/dc101/).
About 7x24 Exchange International

7x24 Exchange is the leading knowledge exchange for those who design, build, operate and maintain mission-critical enterprise information infrastructures and the primary resource for valuable information within the mission critical industry. 7x24 Exchange’s goal is to improve end-to-end reliability by promoting dialogue among these groups through conferences, membership, and the 7x24 Exchange Magazine. Founded in 1989 by a group of industry visionaries, 7x24 Exchange International has grown to include more than 350 member companies and 27 chapters. Members are as diverse as the industry itself and include firms within industries such as aerospace, energy, financial services, government, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, media, technology, and more. Through the expertise of its active membership, 7x24 Exchange is a leading provider of conferences enabling collaboration and knowledge sharing amongst industry professionals. 7x24 Exchange International is committed to addressing the challenges of energy efficiency and sustainability, providing continued value to member companies and conference participants and giving back through its social responsibility initiative. Additional information can be found at http://www.7x24exchange.org.
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